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Atomistic tight binding study of strain-reduced confinement potentials in
identical and non-identical InAs/GaAs vertically stacked quantum dots
Muhammad Usman1, Shaikh Ahmed2 and Gerhard Klimeck1, 3
Abstract - Strain and electronic structure of InAs/GaAs quantum
dot molecules made up of identical and non-identical vertically
stacked quantum dots are compared using the sp3d5s* nearest
neighbor empirical tight binding model. Hydrostatic and biaxial
strain profiles strongly impact the local band edges and electronic
structure for both identical and non-identical dots. Strain in the
lower dot is significantly different as compared to the upper dot in
the non-identical system in contrast to the identical system where
it is almost the same in both dots. Therefore structural detailed
differences are of critical importance and cannot be neglected.
Qualitatively, the electronic structure is similar in identical and
non-identical dot systems for small separations (below 6nm) and it
is significantly different for large separations. The molecular
orbitals convert to the dot-localized atomic orbitals at large dot
separations in the non-identical system. Non-idealities such as
strain and size variations induce an energy splitting in the
considered dot ground states. Larger dissimilarity of dots
increases e1-e2 and decreases the optical gap of system. This
favors the possible use of such system in the construction of the
long wavelength optical laser.

I - INTRODUCTION AND METHOD
For quite some time, InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) and
coupled quantum dot systems have attracted attention for
various optical [1] and quantum computing applications [2].
Due to the strain, originating from the assembly of latticemismatched semiconductors the quantum dot arrays tend to
stack in the vertical direction [3, 4] with upper dots slightly
larger in size [4]. Such systems are inhomogeneous in material
composition and strain. The simulation domain needs to
contain 5–50 million atoms in total, where crystal symmetry
and atomistic details of interfaces are extremely important [5,
6]. Most of the work previously done [5, 7] to analyze such
closely coupled systems used continuum models such as
effective mass and k•p which ignore such crystal symmetry
and atomistic resolution. Only recently, an atomistic approach
and pseudo-potential method for identical [8, 9, 11] and nonidentical dots have been used [10, 11].
In this paper, a detailed description of strain and
electronic structure of closely coupled identical and nonidentical quantum dot systems is presented using NEMO 3-D
[12]. NEMO 3-D can atomistically simulate realistic systems
as large as containing up to 52 million atoms [13, 14]. The
electronic structure is calculated using a twenty band sp3d5s*
nearest neighbor empirical tight binding model [15] and the
strain with an atomistic valence force field (VFF) method [16].
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In the past, the NEMO 3-D basis set and approach
have been validated through experimentally verified: 1) high
bias, high current, quantitative resonant tunneling diode
modeling [17], 2) photoluminescence in InAs nanoparticles
[18], 3) modeling of the Stark effect of single P impurities in Si
[19], 4) the valley splitting in miscut Si quantum wells on SiGe
substrate [20], and 5) the strain and piezoelectric effects on the
electronic structure of single InAs/GaAs quantum dots [22].
Here NEMO 3-D is used for the study of the stacked QD
physics in realistically sized systems.
Hydrostatic and biaxial strain impacts on electronic
structure of non-identical and identical quantum dots are
compared which have not been done previously.
Experimentally it is very hard to control the size of the
quantum dots during the fabrication. It has been shown
experimentally that the quantum dots increase in the size when
grow in the vertical direction [4]. Also sometimes, the quantum
dots are intentionally grown in different sizes so that to analyze
them separately [26] for different strain couplings. To provide
a quantitative analysis, the electronic structure of the quantum
dot stacks made up of identical and non-identical quantum dots
is compared. The electronic structures for the two stacked QDs
which are identical and non-identical are similar at small
separations (~6nm) and become significantly different at larger
than ~8nm separations. This difference of the electronic
structure at the large separations may have significant impact
on the designing of the quantum gates using coupled quantum
dot systems. The difference of the electronic structure is due to
the atomistic crystal distortion that is not included in
continuum methods and has recently been reported using an
atomistic pseudo-potential method [10]. Our results
qualitatively confirm the previously published results using an
atomistic pseudo potential method, while our approach can
scale to significantly larger systems of 52 million atoms [11,
12, 13].

FIG 1: (a) top view and (b) side view of the system simulated. The system is made up
of two dome shaped non-identical InAs quantum dots embedded in GaAs buffer. The
height of each quantum dot is 3nm. The diameter of upper dot is 15nm and lower dot
is 13nm. The quantum dots are surrounded by 50x50 (nm2) GaAs buffer in lateral
dimensions. The separation between wetting layers “d” is varied from 4nm to 12nm.

II - SYSTEM SIMULATED
Figure 1 shows the simulated model which consists of
two InAs lens shaped quantum dots each with 3nm height on a
1ML InAs wetting layer. The upper dot has a 15nm diameter
and the lower dot has a 13nm diameter. A large GaAs buffer
(50nm in lateral dimensions and 60nm in [001] direction)
around the dots is used to ensure that the strain field vanishes
at the buffer boundaries. The electronic structure is computed
over a small region extending 20nm above and 15nm lateral to
the quantum dots as electron and hole states are confined
within the dot regions. The separation between the wetting
layers “d” has been varied from 4nm to 12nm. This system of
different dots is labeled “D”. In the case of identical dots, both
dots have diameter of 15nm whereas everything else is kept
unchanged. This system of equal dots is labeled “E”. The
largest system simulated (d =12nm) contains 7.9 million atoms
and the smallest system (d = 4nm) contains 6.8 million atoms
in the strain domain. The electronic structure is computed over
3.99 million atoms and 3.37 million atoms for d=12nm and
d=4nm respectively.

Figure 3 (a) compares the lowest conduction band
edges in “D” with increasing separations. Hydrostatic Strain
directly shifts the strain modified conduction band edges and
reduces the well depth. It is found that well depth reduction for
4nm from the unstrained to strained system is about 510meV,
which should be 545meV from a simple analytical model {!E
= -ac.(exx + eyy + ezz)} using ac = -5.08 for InAs [24]. This has
been previously reported as 600meV using effective mass
approximation [23]. Further, strain coupling of QDs reduces
well depth by 8meV from 12nm to 4nm separation. These long
range strain effects are difficult to capture in reduced models
like effective mass or k•p [25]. Hence we conclude that
atomistic simulation is crucial for understanding of right
physics in these complicated multimillion systems.

III - HYDROSTATIC AND BIAXIAL STRAIN
Figure 2 (upper row) shows the trace of the
hydrostatic strain {exx + eyy + ezz} for “D” through the center of
QDs in the [001] direction for several separations "d". For all
the cases shown, most of the hydrostatic strain lies within InAs
QDs and it is approximately zero outside the dot regions. Even
for the 4nm case, the hydrostatic strain magnitude in the GaAs
spacer is only 0.0096 ~ 0. This trend is similar to the identical
dot case as shown in Figure 2 (lower row). However, a large
top dot increases the strain of the lower dots in non-identical
QDs. The lower dot is found to be ~5.8% more hydrostatically
strained as compared to the upper dot in non-identical QDs
whereas this difference is less than 1% in case of the identical
QDs. Hydrostatic strain has direct impact on the electron
energy levels and band edges, so these different strain
couplings will result in different band edges and electron
energy levels.

FIG 2: Hydrostatic strain {εxx+εyy+εzz} surface plot through the center of QDs in x-z
plane. Upper row is for system “D” and lower row is for system “E” for various
GaAs spacer thicknesses “d”. The strain is concentrated within QDs and
approximately zero outside them. Bottom right most shows the % change in peak
value of hydrostatic strain within the lower QD as a function of “d”. 4nm spacer is
taken as reference.

FIG 3: (a) Conduction band edges as a function of distance along [001] direction
through the center of QDs in “D” for various GaAs spacer thicknesses “d”. The
band edge moves upward as we reduce the spacer thickness. This is direct
consequence of strain coupling. A total 8meV change is calculated for a reduction of
“d” from 12nm to 4nm. (b) Comparison of conduction band edges plotted as a
function of distance along [001] direction through center of QDs in “D” and “E”.
Two extreme values of “d” (4nm and 12nm) are taken. Band edges are same in upper
dot and are significantly different in lower dot due to different strain effects.

Figure 3 (b) compares the lowest conduction band
wells for "D" and “E”. The results show that well depths for
the upper dot are approximately the same because of the same
hydrostatic strain whereas the larger hydrostatic strain (about
5.3% more) for the lower dot in "D" results in shallower wells
(~22meV shallower) thus increasing the confinement. Hence,
non-identical dots will have more confined electron states as
compared to identical case.
The previous simulations of the quantum dot stacks
containing three [12, 21] and seven [11] quantum dots have
shown that the strain strongly pushes the ground state to the
lower dot in identical quantum dots. In the two dots stack
system studied here, this effect is not as pronounced.
Figure 4 plots a biaxial component of the strain given
by {ezz - (exx + eyy)/2}. For all separations in "D" and "E", the
GaAs spacer is strongly strained and strain penetrates deep into
surrounding GaAs buffer. The general trend of biaxial strain is
similar for identical and non identical dots. However, strain in
the lower dot is ~6.5% lesser than for identical dots which will
result in a weak localization of ground hole state in the lower
dot as reported in Ref. [23].
The biaxial strain has strong effects on the hole band
edges and energy levels. Large positive strain within dots and
large negative strain in GaAs spacer will result in strong
mixing of heavy hole and light hole band edges as shown in
figure 5. The effect is strong enough to create a light hole well

in the GaAs spacer, which is deeper than the light hole well
inside the dots. These effects have also been observed for
identical dots in Ref. [8, 23]. However, we find that the deep
light hole well vanishes more quickly in the non-identical dots
as compared to identical dot case. Figure 5 shows that there is
almost no light hole well in the InAs QD for GaAs spacer
thickness below 8nm. At the 4nm separation, the hole states are
a mixture of the heavy hole and the light hole states. For large
separations, as the light hole well vanishes in the GaAs spacer
between the dots, the ground hole state is totally localized in
the upper dot and it has a heavy hole like character.

identical and non-identical dots is similar. Strong electronic
and strain coupling result in molecular like states. However, as
the separation increases above 6nm, the coupling between the
QDs becomes weak. As a result, the molecular like states
convert to atomic like states for individual dots. The antibonding and bonding levels become almost degenerate for "E"
(e1-e2 = 0.8meV for d=12nm) whereas the dissimilarity of dots
in "D" results in finite difference between the energy levels
which further tends to be constant with increasing GaAs spacer
thickness. For example in "D", e1-e2 is about 16meV for 12nm
GaAs spacer. This is almost equal to the difference between
states of isolated upper and lower dots which is found to be
16.2meV. Hence, e1 and e2 becomes s-states of individual dots
with e1 the s-state of upper dot and e2 the s-state of lower dot.
Also, the energy levels for single quantum dots were found to
be about 22meV below the coupled dot energy levels at 10nm
separation. Since, at 10nm distance the electronic coupling is
quite small, this difference is attributed to the long-range
biaxial strain effect, which penetrates deep into the GaAs
buffer. This effect is missing in the effective mass
approximation [25], which ignored long-range strain couplings.

FIG 4: Hydrostatic strain {εzz – (εxx+εyy)/2} surface plot through the center of QDs in
x-z plane. Upper row is for system “D” and lower row is for system “E” for various
GaAs spacer thicknesses “d”. The strain is concentrated within QDs and
approximately zero outside them. Bottom right most shows the % change in peak
value of hydrostatic strain within the lower QD as a function of “d”. 4nm spacer is
taken as reference.

FIG 6: (a) Lowest six electron (b) highest six hole energy states of the system as a
function of GaAs spacer thickness “d” in “D” and “E”. For small separations below
8nm, the electron state show molecule like behavior. Qualitatively “D” and “E” show
same behavior. As the separation increases from 8nm bonding and anti-bonding levels
in “E” become almost degenerate (separation ~0.8meV). Dissimilarity of dots in “D”
results in finite separation (16.2meV) of e1 and e2, with e1 ground state of upper dot
and e2 ground state of lower dot. Ground hole state h1 increases as “d” is increased
reducing the optical gap due to strain coupling of QDs.

FIG 5: Strain modified band edges along [001] direction as a function of distance
through the center of QDs in “D”. Only lowest conduction band edge (CB) and
heavy hole (HH), light hole (LH) and split off (SO) bands are shown. The horizontal
lines marked inside wells show the position of electron and hole energy states of the
system. For small separations (4 and 6nm), electron and hole states are molecule like
and spread through upper and lower dots. Hole states are a mixture of HH and LH.
For separations 8nm and above, electron and hole states show atomic like behavior.
The ground electron and hole states are concentrated in upper dot.

IV - ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
Figure 6(a) compares the six lowest electron energy
levels for identical and non-identical dots. The deeper
conduction band wells from figure 3(b) for identical dots
results in lower values of electron energy levels. For 4nm
separation, the difference is ~5meV. It is observed that for
small separations (below ~6nm), the electronic structure for

Figure 6(b) compares the highest six hole energy
levels for identical and non-identical dots. As the separation
between the quantum dots is reduced, the ground hole state is
pushed to the lower energies i.e. its separation from InAs
valence band edge increases. This effect is the direct
consequence of the strain as in the absence of the strain the
hole ground state is pushed towards the higher energies with
decreasing “d” [8]. A reduction of 21.5 meV in "D" and a
reduction of 18.7 meV in "E" is calculated when “d” is
reduced from 12nm to 4nm.
During the fabrication of QDs, it is very hard to
control the exact size of the QDs. Experimentally [4] it has
been shown that the QD diameter increases as they grow in
vertical direction. The exact difference of the upper and lower
dot diameters is unpredictable. E.A. Stinaff et al. [26]
fabricated non-identical QDs and analyzed the coupling
between them under applied electric field to demonstrate the
use of such system for optical information processing. Next we
will consider three different configurations of non-identical
coupled QDs to quantitatively analyze the size dissimilarity

effect on the electronic structure of such closely coupled
systems.
Systems D14, D15, and D16 have lower dots with
diameter 13nm and upper dot diameter is 14nm, 15nm and
16nm respectively. Figure 7 (a) and (b) plot the first four
electron and first three hole energy states as a function of GaAs
spacer thickness "d". Qualitatively, D14, D15 and D16 show
similar trends in the electron and hole energy changes as "d" is
changed from 4nm to 12nm. As upper dot diameter increases
from 14nm to 16nm, the optical gap reduces and e1-e2
separation of the system increases. For example, at "d"=12nm,
an optical gap reduction of ~26.5 meV and ~16.6meV increase
in e1-e2 is calculated for "d" varying from 14nm to 16nm.
Since e1-e2 should be as large as possible for laser applications
[27], hence our atomistic tight binding model predicts that D16
will be the most suitable topology for the construction of high
wavelength optical laser.

approximation [25]. These trends and observations point to the
importance of atomistic modeling of realistically extended
systems containing around 10 million atoms. The use of
quantum dots in the construction of the laser or the optical
detector and in the quantum computing applications may likely
contain more dots and extend over system of ~ 50 million
atoms.
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